
Ancient Rome  was a civilisation that developed in 
Rome, Italy.  Over time, Ancient Rome invaded other lands, creating an 
empire that stretched from Britain to Egypt. 
 
The Roman Republic (509 BC to 45 BC.) 
Rome started as a Republic. This meant that its leaders were elected  
officials that served for a limited amount of time.  It was not a  
monarchy where one person is born into leadership and rules for life.  
 
The Roman Empire  
In 45 BC,  Julius Caesar took over the Roman Republic and declared himself the supreme dictator. The 
republic ended.   Then in 27 BC, Caesar Augustus became the first Roman Emperor. The Roman Empire 
began. While much of the lower level government stayed the same, Rome was now a monarchy: the 
Emperor had supreme power. 
 
The Empire Splits (285 AD) 
Eventually, the Roman Empire became too big to rule very  
well. In 285 AD, Emperor Diocletian split the Roman Empire  
in two halves : the Western Roman Empire, ruled from  
Rome and Eastern Roman Empire , ruled from  
Constantinople (today's Istanbul in Turkey).  
 
Fall of Rome (476 AD) 
The Fall of Rome (in 476 AD) generally refers to the fall of  
the Western Roman Empire. The Western Empire ended  
in 476 but the Eastern Empire carried on nearly 1000  
Years, ending in 1453.  



The legend of Romulus and Remus 
Legend tells us that Romulus founded the city of Rome. 
 
Romulus was a twin, his brother was Remus. They were abandoned by  
their parents as babies  who left them in a basket in the River Tiber.   
The basket  and the twins were discovered by a female wolf when it ran 
aground.  The wolf nursed the babies for a short time before they were  
found by a shepherd.  The shepherd then brought up the twins. 
 
           When they became adults,  Romulus and Remus decided to build a city  
           where the wolf had found them.  The brothers argued about where to build 
           the city and Remus was killed by his brother.  Romulus was left to build the 
           city himself,  and called it Rome. 
 
           The legend of Romulus and Remus implies that Rome was created very 
quickly; the truth though is different.  The actual growth of Rome is nowhere near as exciting. The city of 
Rome grew up steadily out of a number of settlements that existed around seven hills that were near the 
River Tiber. 
 
The settlements had been built near the river because of its excellent 
water supply.  The Tiber was also narrow enough to bridge at this point. 
However, closeness to the river also meant the land was marshy.  This  
marshland separated the settlements on each hill, leaving them  
vulnerable to attack. 
 
Over many years, the marshes were drained to bring the settlements  
together and create the city of Rome. 
 



The calendar we use today its origins in the ancient Roman calendar. The word “calendar” 
comes from the Latin word Kalendae, which was what the Romans called the first day of every 
month.  
 
The Roman calendar, was a very complicated lunar calendar, based on the moon phases. It 
required a group of people to decide when days should be added or removed in order to keep 
the calendar in sync with the astronomical seasons, marked by equinoxes and solstices. 
 
In 46 B.C. the Roman leader Julius Caesar decided that it had to be revised. He worked with 
the astronomer Sosigenes of Alexandria and introduced a  
calendar that had 365 days, and he established the leap  
year system by adding an extra day every 4 years. This new 
calendar became known as the Julian calendar, named for  
its inventor. 
 
The Julian calendar's formula to calculate leap years  
produced a leap year every four years. This was too often  
and this simple error, in time, caused the calendar to skip  
ahead of the actual solar calendar.  
 
In 1582, Pope Gregory VIII fixed the calendar. We still add leap years every fourth year, except 
during century years not evenly divisible by 400 – so 1900 was not a leap year, but 2000 was. 
The Gregorian calendar is used throughout the world today and is very accurate.  


